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I am very delighted to put myself forward to serve you, my people as National President given my 

years of proven leadership in Education in Nigeria and retiring after ten years of working as a High 

School Principal here in the United Kingdom.  

 

At the time of retirement, I had more than one thousand staff and students and controlled a budget 

of more than 5 million pounds every year for a period of ten years. In this position, I was always 

sympathetic to the plight of all our people who had cause to seek my assistance. 

 

By God’s grace, I am always calm and friendly, but firm and effective in the overall discharge of my 

functions in humility, patience and integrity while at the same time, operating complete open door, 

absolute transparency and accountability. 

 

In putting myself forward to be National President of UPU UK, it is my desire to consolidate the 

reconciliation that has been mediated and foster the peace that will enable the progress we so 

desperately need.  Together, we can achieve. 
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My Manifesto 

As we face this critical election for the unity 

and advancement of our Urhobo community 

in the UK, I am launching my manifesto for 

Urhobo progress. This is my plan over the 

three years tenure to build a stronger, better 

structured and united UPU UK - Together we 

can achieve. 
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Unity Work Programme  

 Secure a proper handover from previous UPU groups 

 Define a clear role for the Council of Urhobo Chiefs, unions of all 

Urhobo kingdoms and our clubs and associations 

 Re-model the annual Urhobo Day to make it more inclusive  

 Create Urhobo Newsletter to promote awareness  

 Ensure representation  of all Urhobo Kingdoms on the executive and 

committees 

 Set up Urhobo Leadership Summit - bi-annual meeting of UPU 

Executive and Kingdom heads, representation from Council of 

Urhobo Chiefs, women and young people 
 

Stronger Structure  

 Set up special purpose committees to deliver real benefits  

 Develop effective operational arrangement including support for 

the establishment of sub-branches across the UK 

 Adopt robust and transparent financial control systems 

 Organise membership register with personal reference numbers 

 Introduce new meeting structure  

 Design a professional UPU website and social media presence  
 

Enhanced External Relations 

 Register UPU UK with the Nigeria High Commission, the Central 

association of Nigerians in the UK and Nigerians in Diaspora 

Organisation UK and all other beneficial bodies 

 Access community development and support services to accelerate 

the growth and progress of UPU 

 Access publicly available funds and community grants through a 

dynamic fundraising plan. 
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 Collaboration with UPU Headquarters to deliver on the UPU 

constitutional objectives  

 Play an active role in the work to strengthen UPU Nigeria and in other 

parts of the world 

 Develop “Model Branch Registration” process with UPU Nigeria  

 Work with Headquarters to support other Urhobo institutions, 

including our Traditional Rulers as well as organisations such as the 

Urhobo Historical Society 

 
 

 

 

 

 Support the educational attainment and employability of Urhobo 

young people 

 Further improve Urhobo School and make it more accessible  

 Lead on work to promote and preserve Urhobo culture and language  

 Commission research into Urhobo matters  
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 Empower the Office of the Lady Vice President to lead on key matters 

 Ensure that our Urhobo Women’s clubs play a more active role in the 

affairs of UPU 

 Help to build capacity within Urhobo women clubs  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Introduce coordination of Welfare with Clan Unions for effective and 

responsive care and support 

 Organise regular community events to promote health and well-being 

within the Urhobo community 

 Facilitate provision of legal support to members  

 Provide special care and support to older members of our community 

and those with additional needs 
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 Develop an “Urhobo Young People Council”, led by Urhobo young 

people 

 Hold Annual Academic Award for high achieving young people  

 Hold Annual Young People’s Conference  

 
 

 
 

 

 Support Urhobo individuals to take up positions in the UK including 

school governors, charity trustees and political office  

 Act as pressure group to promote and enthrone good governance in 

Delta State and Nigeria at large 

 Actively engage in the democratic process and support the agenda for 

Urhobo political leadership.  
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 Create a workable plan to deliver Urhobo House 

 Create a credible financing option to make Urhobo House a reality  

 Develop a credible business case for the use of Urhobo House  

 Set up an Urhobo House Committee to coordinate the development 

of Urhobo House 

 
 

 
 

 

This is my plan for Urhobo progress over the three year tenure, a stronger UPU UK, united and able to 

work together to achieve more as a community.  But I recognise that I cannot do it alone.  Firstly, I seek 

your support in this crucial election with a commitment that should I be elected, I will need your ongoing 

support, active engagement and prayers to succeed for all our people—Together we can achieve. 
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